
MOBILE SELF STORAGE BUSINESS PLAN

Before you start your self-storage facility you will require a business plan similar to this one.

With the number of containers stationed in driveways or seen transported on highways and streets, those with
an entrepreneurial mindset begin to question if theyre missing out on a growing opportunity. The total
building square footage in the model is 41, Westbury Storage is approximately 45, after deducting the office
space portion of 9, sq. In this part of the Mobile Storage Series, we will now walk you through what is needed
to start a mobile storage business. In addition to being the source of many of the rentals at Plainview Storage,
Stote Movers has 52 filled foot trailers located in Roslyn-by-the-Sea. These are customers who are relocating
from one state to another and are handled by multiple locations within a nationwide company. With a
company name and contact info on the side, containers become rolling billboards. E-Z Mini Storage in S. The
ability to pack up a at home, instead of having to pack up and transport their items to a storage facility, is seen
as extremely valuable in the eyes of a consumer. This estimate includes individuals who need storage facilities
due to moving arrangements or to store excess household property. Its important to learn and understand these
tendencies to better prepare for what lies ahead. A portable-storage business averages about 10 percent of its
revenue from LDMs. In the next part of our Mobile Storage Series, we will explore the pros and cons of
becoming a storage franchisor vs. The company owners have extensive experience in the storage business as
well as the good connections in the moving business. When opening a new portable-storage location, its very
important to target market and foster relationships with your local contractors. In portable storage, new clients
will likely be those who see your containers used by their neighbors. Mobile storage is the future of the
storage industry, and customers have taken notice. The initial investment is less than that of a traditional
franchise, and the equipment is typically rented rather than purchased. Whether yours is in a more inbound or
outbound location, the profit share for the move is very lucrative for you and cost-effective for your
customers. The building is heated by oil. Local Restrictions Some municipalities restrict placement of
containers. Easements or other areas where permanent buildings are prohibited may be good places to store
portable units. For traditional self-storage operators looking to expand their businesses, the debate may be
whether to build another site or start offering portable service. In most cases, laws are reasonable and allow for
short-term use of containers for moving, remodeling, etc. To be able to adapt as storage and market needs
change. These moves are more costly for end users, but the revenue-share profit is much larger for locations
participating in this system. The foundation of a car dealership will also have the added benefit of high
ceilings, making it perfect for storing mobile storage containers. Westbury Storage will position itself to the
both customer segments as a conveniently located and affordable quality self-storage facility. Michael P.
These clients rent for the purpose of storing their customers belongings or materials needed onsite at a job.


